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1.You are asked to implement port-based authentication on your access switches. Security and ease of 

access are the two primary requirements. Which authentication solution satisfies these requirements? 

A. MAC RADIUS 

B. network access control 

C. firewall authentication 

D. IPsec tunnel 

Answer: A 

 

2.What is one way to increase the security of a site-to-site IPsec VPN tunnel? 

A. Implement a stronger Diffie-Hellman group. 

B. Change IKE Phase 1 from main mode to aggressive mode. 

C. Implement traffic selectors. 

D. Implement a policy-based VPN. 

Answer: C 

 

3.Your customer is planning the deployment of a new hub-and-spoke WAN architecture that must support 

dual stack They have decided against using a dynamic routing protocol. They are concerned about the 

difficulty of managing configurations and operations at the hub location as they deploy branch routers 

In this scenario, what ate three reasons for selecting route-based VPNs with traffic selectors'? (Choose 

three) 

A. Traffic selectors support IPv4 and IPv6. 

B. Traffic selectors reduce the number of Phase 2 IPsec security associations. 

C. Traffic selectors reduce latency because they bypass UTM. 

D. Traffic selectors support auto route insertion 

E. You can define mutliple traffic selectors within a single route-based VPN 

Answer: A,D,E 

 

4.What are the three activities in the reconnaissance phase of an attack"? (Choose three) 

A. Determine the device OS 

B. Scan for devices and ports to exploit 

C. Install malware. 

D. Propagate the virus to servers and workstations 

E. Map the network 

Answer: A,B,E 

 

5.Your customer is assessing (heir network incident response plan They need to improve their recovery 

lime when a networking issue occurs, especially when involves JTAC support. They have limited internal 

support staff and little automation experience to develop their own tools 

Which Juniper solution meets these requirements'? 

A. Juniper Secure Analytics 

B. Network Director 

C. Service Insight 

D. Service Now 

Answer: D 


